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Abstract

The dynamics of solid-state dewetting of polycrystalline silver thin films in oxygen atmosphere was investigated with \textit{in situ} and real-time environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy at high temperature combined with Atomic Force Microscopy. Three steps were identified during dewetting: induction, hole propagation without specific rim and sintering. Moreover, it was observed that a very selective grain growth, promoted by surface diffusion, plays a key role all along the process.
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Continuous polycrystalline metallic films are metastable when deposited on a substrate they do not wet \cite{1}. Their spontaneous evolution with time or upon appropriate annealing results in very specific nanostructures or patterns with high potential of applications in optics \cite{2} and optoelectronics \cite{3}. This process is called dewetting, because the initial continuous layer breaks up into particles \cite{4} as would a water film do on a hydrophobic surface. This transformation is governed by the decrease of the total interfacial energy of the system \cite{4,5}. Yet in the case of solid-state dewetting, it happens through diffusive mass transport along the surface, the interface or grain boundaries \cite{4,6,7}. Moreover, as solid crystalline surfaces exhibit inherent anisotropy, the knowledge of diffusion paths is crucial to understand the dewetting kinetics \cite{8} and the resulting morphology of the dewetting layer \cite{9}.

So far, dewetting was commonly described to occur in two steps. First, during an induction or incubation period, hillocks appear although the substrate coverage by the film is apparently not modified \cite{4}. Hillock growth is often assumed to result from the compressive stress arising from differential thermal expansion upon annealing \cite{4}. In the second step, holes appear within the film and grow \cite{4,5,10}. Hole expansion is due to curvature differences between the dewetting front and a propagating rim \cite{11,12}. Indeed, according to Fick’s first law, the driving forces for diffusion are local fluctuations in chemical potential which is directly linked to surface curvature \cite{11}. Finally, the rim is transformed into isolated islands due to Rayleigh instabilities \cite{11}. However, the exact morphology of both dewetting front and propagating rim have been long-discussed. In the first capillary models, the rim was round shaped \cite{11,12} and the layer behind it was depleted \cite{11}. Later, Jiran and Thompson \cite{8}, suggested that the front was as thick as the layer without any rim. Surface energy anisotropy was considered later on, but on a rim observed in dewetting on single-crystals \cite{13,14}. Based on \textit{ex situ} observations, they adapted capillary approach to single-crystals case by including solid diffusion.

More recently, the role of grains in dewetting of polycrystalline layers started to be discussed in the literature \cite{15,16,17}. In this regard, new insight on the role of grains and dewetting in general was brought by \textit{in situ} techniques, naturally allowing for more accurate kinetic data compared to interrupted annealing \cite{18}. Kosinova et al. \cite{6,7} studied hole propagation by \textit{in situ} Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). They observed grain growth at the edge of the hole and behind the first grain row. A new model was suggested, where hole propagation was due to successive growth and shrinkage of neighboring grains coupled by interface diffusion. This diffusion was found to depend on the surrounding atmosphere \cite{6,7}. Atiya et al. \cite{10,16,17} showed that the dewetting of platinum thin films supported on SrTiO\textsubscript{3}(100) is clearly impacted by the orientation of the substrate. They observed that grains having specific crystallographic orientations play an important role in hole propagation morphology and kinetics. However, real-time imaging of the kinetics of dewetting is still lacking to really unravel the evolution and actual existence of a dewetting rim and the role of grains in the process. The present work is dealing with the dewetting morphology of a polycrystalline silver thin film as observed by \textit{in situ} real-time Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) and AFM. Amorphous silica was se-
lected as a substrate to get rid of epitaxy issues and its poor surface energy anisotropy [19] makes silver a good candidate for capillary approach. Moreover, its sizable surface diffusion in oxygen [20] allows experiments to be run at moderate temperatures. Our results show that dewetting proceeds in three steps: induction, hole propagation and sintering, which are driven to a large extent by the extraordinary growth of specific grains.

All studied films of 20 or 40 nm (±1 nm) thicknesses were deposited at room temperature by pulsed current magnetron sputtering (power: 210 W; deposition rate: 1.3 nm/s; Ar pressure: 8.10⁻³ mbar) on silicon wafers covered with their native oxide. Thicknesses were determined by AFM step measurement and the initial film roughnesses (measured by AFM) were in the range of 5.0 nm (Root Mean Square). SEM experiments were performed with a FEI Quanta 200 ESEM FEG apparatus in a 400 Pa oxygen atmosphere. A dedicated in situ heating stage allowed controlling very accurately the sample temperature (25 – 400°C) through a thermocouple placed close to the sample [21]. The heating ramp (50°C/s) was fast enough to reach the setpoint temperature (±5°C) before the apparent onset of hole propagation. Two magnifications were used: ×3000 to have statistical data for morphology and coverage analysis and ×20000 to investigate the dewetting mechanism and grain growth at smaller scale. The fast video rate (20 images/min) allowed following the dynamics of the dewetting front. A careful image processing was performed with Schikit-image library in Python. After a (2,2) median filtering, the segmentation parameter was chosen for each image as the lowest minimum between the two highest maxima of the gray level histogram. To ensure that measured values were statistically satisfying, test were done on cropped images. The measured intensity values remained unchanged (less than 2% difference), excluding any size effect. A Bruker Dimension Icon AFM equipped with an heating stage was used in tapping mode to image topography during dewetting in air. The sample was annealed (below 150°C) for an appropriate time (as indicated below) and cooled down to ambient temperature to image topography.

Continuous SEM videos at different temperatures were recorded, from the continuous thin film state to the final particle state (Fig. 1; see supplementary material online; video 1 at ×3000 magnification and 390°C and video 2 at ×20000 magnification and 330°C). The real-time monitoring shows distinctly that dewetting proceeds in three steps: (i) a period of induction/incubation where the covered surface hardly evolves [4], (ii) a hole propagation with a complex evolution of the dewetting front i.e. the limit between covered and uncovered surface, and (iii) a long-lasting late evolution of isolated worm-like particles which become more regular and agglomerated. Although thermodynamics predicts the formation of round shaped particles, they are not observed even after 30 min annealing (see video 2) suggesting that the dewetting is still not over. In the first studies [8], it was assumed that final particles were formed directly after the isolation of metal domains. Yet a more recent Transmission Electron Microscopy work highlighted a film evolution after hole impingement [15], coherent with our observations. Extraordinary grain growth is another dominant feature of hole propagation in our present study on polycrystalline silver layers on amorphous substrate. For instance, in Fig. 1, the distance from the dewetting front (blue line) to a growing grain isolated on the continuous film (green line) is about 1 μm.

To rationalize these observations, images were analysed to extract the ratio of covered surface, the front length and the number of holes from video 1 (Fig. 2). Although the limit between induction and hole propagation is quite clear [4] i.e the onset of the variation of substrate coverage (marked by a full line in Fig. 2), the transition to sintering calls for a peculiar analysis. In Fig. 2 three events hap-
pen simultaneously (marked by a dashed line in Fig. 2) (i) the abrupt change of substrate uncovering rate, (ii) the maximum in front length, (iii) the impingement of holes into a percolated or interconnected domain. This specific time represents the limit when the entire initial layer has been modified by dewetting and when only agglomerated and isolated particles remain. When holes propagate, the front length increases, but on the contrary, it decreases when agglomerated particles sinter. In this state, besides slow Ostwald sintering, intra-particle mass transport is required to change the substrate coverage. This explains the variation of the uncovering rate, even with the same diffusion mechanisms. For these reasons, we suggest to define this time point as the global limit between hole propagation and sintering.

As already highlighted, all along the three-step process of dewetting on those polycrystalline layers, grain growth plays a key role. On video 2 of supplementary information, the image sequence begins shortly before the hole propagation step, at the end of induction time. At this point, grown grains are already observed (see Fig. 3a). Since SEM electron contrast did not allow investigating their formation, the topography and roughness evolution of a 40 nm thick film was monitored during induction by AFM. The results are presented in Fig. 4 at different times a) as deposited, b) after 5 min of annealing at 100°C, c) after 5 min of annealing at 150°C. The mean size of grains increases at each annealing treatment, as well as the roughness of the film: 3.9, 4.7, 7.2 nm respectively. Between each picture, some grains remained stable, other grains grew; some will go on growing giving birth to hillocks. At the latest stage of induction, although the determination may be limited by tip effects, it is possible to find holes with a depth of 20 nm equal to the layer thickness which could lead to hole formation, either by thermal grooving [10, 12, 22] or by shrinkage of smaller grains [23]. Unfortunately, the acquisition dynamics did not allow direct observation of hole birth. It is important to notice that even if the surface covered by the film is stable, induction is far from a static regime. The surface roughness of the film changes drastically and grain shape evolution may be seen as precursory of the next stage. The variety of observed behaviours could result from the absence of any epitaxy on amorphous silica.

At the end of induction time, the layer includes hillocks which appears as large grains, probably silver crystallites,
Figure 4: AFM images during induction time: a) as deposited (40 nm layer), b) after 10 min of annealing at 100°C, c) after 5 min of annealing at 150°C. Same image during hole propagation in a 20 nm silver layer annealed at 150°C: d) 6 min, e) 9 min, f) 15 min. SEM images of a 40 nm silver layer annealed in 400 Pa O₂ at 330°C: g) reference picture, h) 5 min later, i) relative difference of the two images.

and holes (see Fig. 3a). The observed morphology is very similar to the one described by Kovalenko et al. during iron on sapphire dewetting [7]. Holes propagate at the same time as hillocks continue growing (see video 2). In the present case, dewetting involve neither the propagation of a rim, nor a succession of growth and shrinkage of touching grains [6, 9]. Dewetting results from the propagation of holes, disappearance of small entities and abnormal growth of a limited number of grains. In other words, as already suggested in Ref. [7], a growing grain accumulates material from the initial layer contained in a “zone of influence” which can extend up to 1 μm (see Fig. 3). Moreover, the real-time in situ imaging allows to suggest (thanks to the big number of acquired images) that dewetting front does not propagate along grain boundaries as it was observed on Au/SiO₂ [15], but whole grains are shrinking instead (see front propagation in blue lines on Fig. 1 or video 2).

Complementary AFM topography experiments were performed to better understand this issue. Similar morphologies were obtained by AFM upon dewetting in air or in low oxygen pressure in ESEM. Moreover, the mass conservation as observed through AFM profiles ruled out any sizeable effect of evaporation on the observed phenomena. During hole propagation on a 20 nm silver layer annealed at 150°C for 6, 9 and 15 min (see Fig. 4 d-f), the grain in the middle of the image is growing in a specific direction corresponding to a given facet (see AFM profiles in supplementary materials). The presence of grain boundary seems unlikely, and only a part of the grain is growing. Surface diffusion is governing grain growth, and thus could be a possible transport path, instead interface diffusion and grain boundary sliding as observed in other systems [6, 9], or grain boundary diffusion [7]. As shown in Fig. 3a, the superposition of the shape of the particles just before the beginning of sintering, with the image at the beginning of the hole propagation (Fig. 3b) clearly highlights the pre-existence of preferential grains at the end of the induction. Clustering of grains that are to grow into bigger particles are easily identified in this way, which means that very specific grain, growing during induction, will grow further during hole propagation.

During the last sintering step, particles made of several grains tend to transform into single grains. Fig. 4g,h,i shows the sintering of a particle, initially formed by two grains (g), to a more regular shape (h). As images were taken in exactly the same conditions, the difference between the two pictures reveals qualitatively topology modifications (image difference Fig. 4i). It demonstrates that silver has moved from the smaller grain (in dark, marked 1) and allowed the particle growth on specific facets (in light, marked 3). A slight displacement of the particle center of mass was also observed (marked 2), as it is commonly observed during sintering process.

These real-time SEM measurements shed light on a new description of the dewetting phenomenon in a polycrystalline layer. Dewetting proceeds in three steps: induction, hole propagation and sintering. Each step is deeply governed by grain growth. During induction, specific grains are selected and will accumulate the dewetting silver during the hole propagation step, even far away from the holes; no dewetting rim is observed. Then, a sintering step is observed, during which particles will slowly reach a shape closer to equilibrium. This uncommon dewetting scenario, which implies extraordinary grain growth, was already observed for iron but on a different substrate type (single crystal versus amorphous substrate) and in a different environment (reductive versus oxygen atmosphere) with other dominating diffusion path (interface versus surface) [7]. The factors governing grain growth and grain selection are still to be understood to explain why these different systems exhibit so similar morphology evolution. Local fluctuations of grain sizes during deposition may drive the process but a simple size consideration is not sufficient to explain selectivity (Fig. 3a). As the substrate herein is amorphous, crystallite epitaxy cannot explain this selection. This point is still under investigation and will probably be a key to understand and control dewetting.


